New Hampshire state officials are proposing to hand Eversource a $600 million dollar bailout without a plan to responsibly replace the old, dirty and expensive Merrimack and Schiller coal-fired plants. What’s worse, they’re proposing to use our money to do it. These two plants have a history of polluting our air and water, making our families sick while costing us more than cleaner, safer and more affordable alternatives.

Our communities shouldn’t have to worry about the health of their children or the air they breathe. It’s time for lower electric bills, new clean energy jobs, clean air, and clean water without the burden of dangerous coal-fired power.

Governor Hassan, do the right thing. Put the health and savings of hard-working New Hampshire families first.

CALL 603-271-2121 OR VISIT SC.ORG/HASSAN TO ASK GOVERNOR HASSAN TO PUT PEOPLE BEFORE POLLUTER PROFITS.
Governor Hassan knows that it’s time for lower electric bills, new clean energy jobs, clean air, and clean water without the burden of dangerous coal-fired power. We thank her for stepping in to make sure Eversource’s Merrimack and Schiller coal plants are responsibly replaced with cleaner, more affordable options, and helping communities and workers know that their future will be prosperous.

Eversource’s coal-fired power plants have a history of polluting our air and water, making our families sick. Our communities shouldn’t have to worry about the health of their children or the air they breathe.

Governor Hassan, thanks for putting for the health and pocketbooks of hard-working New Hampshire families first.

Call Governor Hassan at 603-271-2121 to say thanks for putting people before polluter profits.